
The beginning of your own forest
with certified, ecological reforestation

Plant trees – create values

Invest in precious woods –
give life to forests

As of June 2019
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FOCUS-MONEY, a German business maga-
zine, ranks ForestFinance among the best
investment companies in Germany
(October 2018). 

Would you like to know how the frog is 
related to our ForestSavingsPlan? Take a 
look at page 10.
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Top left: A Lesser kiskadee (Philohydor lictor) at our finca Buenos Aires
in Panama. We took its photo in the forest, where it obviously feels more
comfortable than in the cages it is often being kept in, in Europe.
Top right: Under the tropical Panamanian sun, the trees grow rapidly
into thick forests.
Bottom: Nicolás Santos has been tending the seedlings in the Forest-
Finance tree nursery in Santa Cruz for many years.
Photos: ForestFinance/Silke Berger, Autoridad del Canal de Panama
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become more significant. Forest as an ecolo-

gical energy source, wood supplier, gene

pool for plants and animals, and as a reserve

for water and air will gain enormous impor-

tance and commercial value. These opportu-

nities are particularly valuable when the

forests are managed in a sustainable way, as

is the case at ForestFinance.

ForestFinance has been building forests for

almost 25 years. All our forests are certified

and meet the highest standards of sustaina-

bility and quality.

Your direct investment in mixed
forests:

SWe mainly plant native tree species for you on 

fallow, denatured areas in Panama. You will re-

ceive proceeds from the sale of certified precious

woods.

S The ForestSavingsPlan combines ecological refo-

restation of precious woods with the creation of

new mixed forests – with good opportunities for

returns.

SWe are committed to an ecological and fair eco-

nomy at our sites: all employees benefit from safe

jobs, fair wages and social insurances. Since we do

not use agrochemicals the environment is pro-

tected as well.

Up to now, there were hardly any direct invest-

ments in forest available for smaller and middle

sized investment sums. Your own forest to 

lease? How do you manage it? How do you cul-

tivate it properly?The ForestSavingsPlanoffers di-

rect investors ecological and professional

forestry management and the opportunity to

become a forest owner at the same time.

With good reason. Investment opportunities

with returns based on sustainable raw mate-

rial extraction are an important addition to

the portfolio, especially when considering

the stock exchange in the last years. Since

1960, the global wood consumption has

increased continuously and there seems to

be no end to this growing rate. The gap bet-

ween supply and demand is becoming

increasingly larger.

So far, the demand for timber could only be

satisfied by the ruthless, partly criminal and

above all environmentally destructive ex-

ploitation of natural forests, especially tropi-

cal ones. This worldwide ecological and eco-

nomic disaster is coming to an end because

tropical forests are becoming scarce. Howe-

ver, this creates opportunities: timber forests,

for example ecological commercial forests ForestFinance allows you to invest in the
renewable raw material wood and to sus-
tainably build forests at the same time!

We are building forests – join us!

Around the world, large institutional inves-
tors such as pension funds and banks are
searching for quality forestland. 

2 ForestSavingsPlan
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CO2OL and ForestFinest Consulting, both companies within the Fo-
restFinance Group, consulted the Panamanian Canal authority, the
Autoridad del Canal de Panama, on the development and certification
of a climate protection project in the watershed area of the Panama
Canal: former pasture land is restored through reforestation and agro-
forestry, in order to preserve the water and soil resources of the Pa-
nama Canal watershed.

Actually, Panama is a historical and political

sensation: for 100 years there has been no re-

volution, no dispossession of property and

no political turmoil that has done any long-

term damage to commerce. In contrast,

which European country can look back on

such a long-lasting functional political sys-

tem? Panama does not have its own military,

uses the US dollar as its currency, and has a

legal system very similar to the United States. 

A German-Panamanian Investment Agree-

ment offers the most extensive international

investment security possible. Largely becau-

se of this, almost all major German compa-

nies in almost all sectors are represented in

Panama. Due to its good investment pro-

tection strategies, Panama has shown the

highest economic growth within Central and

South America for years. This is one of the

reasons for the high regional timber prices. 

Forests thrive in the tropical climate of Panama

with consistently high temperatures and a very

high humidity, providing habitats for an excep-

tionally large number of animals and plants.

They belong to the rare remaining biological

hotspots of our earth. Each hectare of rainforest

that is destroyed is a great loss to the environ-

ment. ForestSavers are able to counteract this

development.

Biologists at the Smithsonian Tropical Research

Institute in Panama came to the conclusion

that the way of rainforest destruction has

changed in the course of the past 25 years.

Whereas in the past rainforest was cut in order 

to make space for people and their settle-

ments, today most of the areas are exploited

for their natural resources by international cor-

porations. In particular, large forestry enterpri-

ses and the creation of new land for agricul-

ture threaten the rainforests of Latin America.

Panama takes a stance against this develop-

ment and has therefore restricted trade with

around 100 types of wood. The government 

made sure these types of wood were added to

the list of the Washington Convention on Inter-

national Trade in Endangered Species of Wild

Fauna and Flora (CITES).

Sustainable use of forests helps satisfying the

demand for tropical wood, thus easing the

trade pressure on all remaining rainforests,

even outside Panama.

Panama as a location for your forests

Forestry investments are subject to special
protection and promotion by the Panama-
nian government, which pursues a very
progressive nature conservation policy. 

ForestFinance reforests fallow land and for-
merly extensively used pasture land with
native tree species, creating new, near-na-
tural forests in Panama. 

ForestSavingsPlan 3

The Panama Canal made the country between the Oceans famous and
is Panama's major source of income. In 2014, Panama celebrated the
Canal’s 100th anniversary and in 2016 its re-opening after the expan-
sion. Photos: Autoridad del Canal de Panama

Regions, where ForestFinance forests grow

Los Santos

Chiriquí

Veraguas

Coclé
Panama City

Colon

Panama San Blas

Darien

The Caribbean

Pacific Ocean
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mixed forest with native tree

species and precious woods;

after the harvest, the forests

stay in place

Our offer at a glance

With the ForestSavingsPlan you invest in reforestation areas in Panama and thus, in the raw
material wood growing on these areas.

Top: Nicholas Chavez plants a new tree. Maybe it will be harvested
in a few years, like the ones below.
Bottom:Young teak trees, which have been harvested during the
thinnings in order to give the other trees more light and room for
growing, are loaded onto a lorry. 
Photos: ForestFinance/Silke Berger



ForestSavingsPlan: investment overview

starting at € 3,250

(0.1 ha);

€ 32,365 (1 ha)

approx. 4.5 %

IRR*, normal de-

velopment

prospectively in the

years 13, 19 und 25

approx. 25 years

Contract term Investment Returns Payouts                        Forestry concept

The ForestSavingsPlan consists of two contract

parts: a property lease contract and a forestry

service contract. 

You can choose the size of the plot in 0.1 hectare-

steps, with a minimum size of 0.1 hectares of 

ForestSavingsPlan.

The ForestSavingsPlan is the beginning of your own

forest, which we manage and maintain for you.

Thinnings and payouts are expected to take place in

the years 13, 19 and 25. The first two thinnings ge-

nerate smaller yields as they are mainly used for the

maintenance and better growth of your forest.

With an average return forecast of 4.5 per cent the

ForestSavingsPlan can offer respectable expectati-

ons for the growth and value development of pre-

cious woods.

4 ForestSavingsPlan

The chart shows the harvest and timber yield cycles for 0.1 hectares of forest area in
the years 13, 19 und 25. See page 5 for more information on proceeds generated
from harvests.

Harvests create values

Thinning harvests

1

10

20

30

Final harvest

20 m3

14.5 m3

13 Total19 25Year

28 m3

Commercially marketable
timber in m3

bad harvest
normal harvest
good harvest

Yield of precious
woods

*IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is a method of dynamic investment calculation which is used to calculate the average annual return.
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Year 13

Year 19

Year 25

Total

Return: ≤ 0 to 3 %, 
Total return on investment 145 %
We consider this scenario to be rather unli-
kely, as it requires both bad harvests and no
increase in prices over the course of 25 years.
Even a small price increase or a slightly bet-
ter harvest quantity can result in increased
returns. Poor timber growth and falling tim-
ber prices can also lead to the loss of capital
or even total loss of investment.

Return ≥ 4 %,  
Total return on investment 286 %
We consider this scenario to be the most
likely one, based on an increase in timber
prices of 1.5 %, an average increase in timber
volume of a total of 20 m³ per 0.1 hectares
and normal harvest development.

Return: ≥ 7 %, 
Total return on investment 546 %
This scenario is not impossible, but rather
unlikely. A very high increase in timber
volume of approx. 28 m³ per 0.1 hectares
would have to combine excellent harvests
and steadily increasing timber prices. Howe-
ver, should the prices rise by an average
of 3 % annually in the course of 25 years,
returns above 7 % are possible.

Bad development: poor harvest, current timber prices, no increases in prices

Normal development: normal harvest with timber prices increasing by 1.5 % p.a.

Good development: good harvest with timber prices increasing by 3 % p.a.

Year 13

Year 19

Year 25

Total

Investing in a ForestSavingsPlan means in-

vesting in a natural raw material. Thus, the

success depends on natural factors such as

the climate, soil, etc., which can impact the

timber quantity and quality as well as sales

proceeds that can be achieved on the mar-

ket. Every change of one of the calculation

parameters (such as timber quantity, qua-

lity and price) has an influence on the total

result. We speak of a good development, if

we can harvest much timber of high quali-

ty after a very good growth period and sell

it for a very good price. A bad development

results from a long growth period with

low-quality timber and very bad market

prices. Poor harvests or – although this is

very unlikely – the loss of a whole forest are

also possible. Such an event could lead to

a total loss of the invested capital. As all

good or all bad factors almost never occur

at once in nature, we consider a mixture of

good and not so good events, the normal

development, to be the most realistic ex-

pectation. 

The proceeds generated from the timber

sales determine the payouts, the amount of

which mainly depends on the quantity,

quality and market price of the timber. The 

calculations are based on our long-term ex-

perience in the field, current price develop-

ments and safety margins and represent an

average forecast.

Please note: our yield and return forecasts are regularly reviewed and adjusted to current market developments. Not only to
better inform people interested in our investments but also because we include current market data and real experiences in our
calculations. For this reason, you may find deviating calculations and return forecasts in different publications. All of our calcu-
lations in this brochure are based on a euro exchange rate of 1.10 US dollars.

Yield development model and forecasts for 0.1 hectares of ForestSavingsPlan

2

8

18

28

80

400

800

7.5 %

2

3

15

20

70

300

550

4.5 %

140

900

8,250

9,290

2

2.5

10

14.5

60

240

400

1.6 % 

120

600

4,000

4,720

ForestSavingsPlan 5

160

3,200

14,440

17,760

Year 13

Year 19

Year 25

Total

Harvest year Commercially
marketable tim-

ber in m3

Price per m3

in euros  
Proceeds
in euros

IRR*

Harvest year Commercially
marketable tim-

ber in m3

Price per m3

in euros  
Proceeds
in euros

IRR*

Harvest year Commercially
marketable tim-

ber in m3

Price per m3

in euros  
Proceeds
in euros

IRR*

*IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is a method of dynamic investment calculation which is used to calculate the average annual return.
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The ForestSavingsPlan is a direct investment in

the raw material wood. The economic result

is not certain yet and can only be forecast.

There are no guarantees for those forecasts.

An investment in a ForestSavingsPlan is no deposit

banking. This means there is no deposit insurance

like there is for bank deposits. Therefore, this direct

investment is linked to significant risks and can even

Firstly, there are natural risks such as natural disasters, fire and pests, which have a significant influence on proceeds from
sales due to their impact on the harvest quantity and quality of the timber. Please see next page for a risk analysis.

There is no trading market comparable to the securities market (restricted fungibility). Thus, a premature, individual sale
of the investment is not guaranteed and could be linked to significant financial losses.

The financial situation of ForestFinance could influence the capability of ForestFinance to deliver the forestry service and
management as agreed upon in the contract during the contract term, which could negatively impact the harvest quan-
tity and quality.

Currency fluctuations could have a negative impact on the amount of harvest yields.

Possible political distortions in Latin America should be mentioned as well. It can not be ruled out that such develop-
ments could complicate or even prevent the access to the forest areas and their management.

We rely on efficient measures that have proven them-
selves for more than 20 years.

The ForestFinance concept is characterised by goodwill
and concession. We help investors and work together
towards the best possible solution.

We have proven our efficiency in the course of over two
decades.The business reports with audited balance
sheets are published annually.

You are investing in the real asset wood. For the
most part, its value is independent from worldwide
exchange rates.

We closely observe the developments in Latin America
and are able to react to them together with our long-
term partners on site.

the leading providers of direct forestry invest-

ments within the EU. We have repeatedly dis-

tributed returns to our customers gained from

harvesting and marketing timber from our

forests in Panama.

In our customer area our investors receive detailed information on
their investment.

At www.forestfinance.com, you will find in-

formation on our work and the quality ma-

nagement as well as up-todate reports. We

annually publish business reports including

information on the situation and

the corresponding evaluation, outlooks and

goals as well as the financial statement of Fo-

Risks – in all frankness

lead to the total loss of the invested capital. Every

person interested should consider this aspect

in the process of decision-making.

At the ForestFinance Group, we respond to those

risks with our long-term experience and numerous

successes as a provider of forestry investments:

our forests are partly almost 25 years old and

with over 20,000 customers, we are among

restFinance. In our online and print publicati-

ons we regularly provide information on the

corporate environmental footprint as well as

the developments and activities at our project

locations. In our customer area you will find an-

nually updated reports on the developments

regarding your forest.

6 ForestSavingsPlan

Safety measuresRisks

Trust through transparency:
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Risks that are, in the opinion of the forestry mana-

ger, linked to the investment, are classified in the

following scheme under the aspects risk identifica-

tion, probability of occurrence, extent of damage

and risk management. Each risk is attributed with

the risk classes high, average or low.

Risks

Risk identification

Probability of
occurrence

Extent of damage

Risk management

Fire

Forest fire and lightning
strikes

Average; risk of forest fires
during dry season; lightning
strikes are possible in the
event of heavy thunder -
storms during rain season

Average to high; teak is rela-
tively resistant to superficial
fires, whereas native tree
species are usually comple-
tely lost; up to now, there
have been only isolated
cases of damages in our
forests

During dry season, fire pro-
tection trails are established
on all plantations in order to
prevent fires from neighbou-
ring estates from spreading;
fire monitoring patrols are
ready at all times and able
to react immediately in the
event of a fire; a fire insu-
rance covers the costs of
replanting if damages occur
during the first five years
after planting

Timber price

Fluctuations in demand and
prices

Average; price fluctuations
are subject to international
changes in supply and de-
mand

High; a drop in prices can
have a significant impact on
the financial profit

The company-owned saw
mill with integrated carpen-
try in Las Lajas, Panama,
aims at enhancing the value
chain, improving the flexibi-
lity in regard to international
trends and the indepen-
dence from log prices; we
adjust the harvest periods to
the current market situation
and harvest when the tim-
ber prices promise the best
returns

Storm

Windthrow

Low; Panama is located out-
side the region threatened
by hurricanes

High; up to now, no areaco-
vering damages known

Occasionally, young trees
can be harmed by wind
gusts, however, damages
can be prevented or mitiga-
ted by stabilising the trees
in an upright position; we
offer a replanting guarantee
for the trees affected during
the critical first five years

Pests

Infestation by pests and
pathogenic organisms

Low; insects and harmful
organisms usually occur on
certain tree species; the
mixed forest culture redu-
ces the risk of an infesta-
tion of larger areas

Average to high; an infes-
tation can lead to a de-
crease in growth, the tree
dies only in rare cases

Mixed cultures reduce the
risk of an epedemic infes-
tation; tree species known
to be prone to infestation
are protected with preven-
tive measures and the ma-
nagement of the
plantations is adjusted ac-
cordingly; in addition, we
offer a replanting guaran-
tee for badly developed
trees during the first five
years

Mismanagement

Flaws in the forestry ma-
nagement

Low; the forestry staff are
qualified and have much ex-
perience in forestry ma-
nagement; the adherence to
the ForestFinance manage-
ment plan is checked and
recorded every third month

Average to high; damages
due to flaws in the forest
management can be redu-
ced by control mechanisms
and adjusting measures

The internal and external
audits in the context of the
Forest Stewardship Council®
(FSC®) and Gold Standard
certfication of the forests
guarantee a consistent con-
trol of the forestry manage-
ment in terms of economic,
social and ecological sustai-
nability; in addition, we
offer a replanting guarantee
for badly developed trees
during the first five years

Probability of occurrence and safety measures

These are the risks which are, according to the

forestry management, most likely. Even if the

forestry management has taken all measures

to ensure the economic success of the invest-

ment, damages that could lead to a total loss of

the investment cannot be ruled out entirely.

ForestSavingsPlan 7
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8 ForestSavingsPlan

V

ForestFinance was awarded a prize by the German CSR
forum, honouring the company’s sustainable concept, social
responsibility and transparency.
Photo: certificate CSR forum



Technology and research: practiced quality management

Top: Forestry scientist Dr. Carola Paul (left) conducted several stu-
dies on the ForestFinance areas, for which she was awarded the
Thurn und Taxis prize. Our employees Lis Morales, Feliciano
Rodriguez, Mayuris Rosario, Nicolas Chavez and Belisario Rodriguez
(left to right) supported her whole-heartedly. 
Photos: ForestFinance/Silke Berger, Harry Gunz



Our forestry management is both sustainable

and innovative: it includes safe work places

and an ecologically sustainable forestry con-

cept as well as state-of-the-art tools for an ef-

ficient timber harvest and processing. Regar-

ding land survey and management, we use

modern techniques such as portable data pro-

cessing systems, digital maps and aerial pictu-

res for the monitoring and documentation of

the forests. 

ForestFinance forestry technology:
»  digital monitoring via satellite images

»   permanent parcels for forest monitoring

»  mixed forest structure with small-area mo-

saic system 

»   reproduction of our own planting material

from the tree nurseries to generate new

sources for native seedlings on the local

market 

»  timber drying process and safety precaution

for the cut timber 

»  introduction of agroforestry components in

commercial plantations (cocoa, crops, ca-

shews etc.)

»   transformation of monocultures into mixed

cultures with a high degree of biodiversity

and stability

We work together with many renowned

scientific institutions and develop new pro-

ducts and technologies on our own to opti-

mise the forestry management. Our annual

investment in research amounts to 25,000 to

30,000 US dollars.

Scientific partners:
»   Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute:

long-standing cooperation in research re-

garding the growth of native tree species

»  Prorena project/Smithsonian: long-term

monitoring of the development of native

tree species

»   University of Panama: student research

projects, various field tests

»  Technical University of Munich: master the-

ses, optimisation of agricultural forestry

systems in economics and agriculture

»   Institute for World Forestry, Hamburg: risk

assessment for forestry investments

»   Autonomous University Chiriqui, Panama:

field trials

»  University of Hamburg: research work on

volumes of areas in Panama

ForestFinance received an award for its ”innovative contribu-
tion and the development of forest technology in Panama“
from the Panamanian association for forestry Anarap.
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     Helping the environment

We have been building forests for more than

two decades, always bearing in mind our al-

most 25-year-old principle: ”Do good and 

reap the benefits, too!“ This concept literally

bears fruit: we plant many native tree spe-

cies, collect their seeds in the forests and

grow new seedlings from them in the tree

nurseries, before releasing them once again

into the world of forests. The native species

are perfectly adjusted to the climate and

conditions on site and thrive tremendously

well. 

Also, in Panama. we have excluded about a

quarter of the areas from cultivation, which

had been covered by forests before we 

arrived. They are used exclusively for nature

conservation and as a reserve.

Of course, we do not miss the people for the

trees! Our employees are the ones who ensure

that the forests are healthy and productive and

who protect the forests on site.

In order to show as many people as possible

the value of the forests for their environment

and, thus, for their own life, we opened an

educational nature trail on the finca Los Mo-

nos in Panama in 2010. ForestFinance em-

ployees lead school classes and visitors

through the forest and promote nature con-

servation on a regular basis.

The environmental group Alfa, consisting of

pupils from the local secondary school, is a

frequent guest on the educational nature

trail. ForestFinance has been supporting

them since 2010 and organises trips to near-

by protective areas or to eco trade fairs and

consults the group at any time.

If the children learn to love nature, they will

hopefully be more keen to protect it than

the generations before.

Left: ForestFinance employees Belisario Rodriguez, Lis Morales
and Petra Espinosa prepare seeds of native trees for planting.
Right: Pupils of the envrionmental group Alfa on the ForestFi-
nance nature trail.
Photos: ForestFinance/Silke Berger



During thinnings and harvests, we cut only
as many trees in the forests as necessary,
resulting in sound, near-natural forests
even after the ForestSavingsPlan has expi-
red.

Julissa Domiguez, a geographer and environmental manager by
training, has been in charge of ForestFinance's forest and cocoa
forest projects in Panama since the beginning of 2018. We are
pleased to welcome her to our team.



ForestSavingsPlan 9
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The ForestSavingsPlan finances the three pillars of sustainability

EconomicEcological Social
ForestSavingsPlans ensure:
- positive impact on local and global

climate thanks to CO2 sequestration

- biodiversity which contributes to

fertility of plants and works as natu-

ral pest control at the finca

Conversion of forest into mixed forests
creates:
- protected habitat for many animals

and plants, biodiversity 

- water storage and filter function as

well as erosion protection 

Mixed forests generate:
- precious woods harvest yields pro-

tected by the German-Panamanian

Investment Protection Agreement 

- payouts to investors for many years 

- returns of approximately 4.5 per

cent

- risk minimisation through ecologi-

cal portfolio model

Investors create:
- sustainable commercial forests

- secure and well-paid jobs

Forestry creates:
- qualified and fair jobs for all em-

ployees regardless of gender or

ethnicity

- better living conditions in rural re-

gions of Panama

Residents protect forests:
- involving locals leads to willing-

ness to protect forests in the re-

gion

LOCATIONS

Germany, France, Morocco,
Panama, Peru, Colombia,

Vietnam

TOTAL
CONTRACT VOLUME

> 86 m. euros

CUSTOMERS

> 20,000

PAYOUTS TO
CUSTOMERS

> 7 m. euros

EMPLOYEES

150

PROTECTION FOREST

2,000 ha

MANAGED FOREST
AREAS FOR INVESTORS

8,000 ha

TREES

> 10 m. > 2 m. tons stored in
ForestFinance forests

CO2

What ForestFinance has achieved in almost 25 years on a global scale

Red-eyed tree frogs live in the tree trops of ForestFinance
forests and rarely leave them, for example for mating pur-
poses. Photo: shutterstock.com
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ForestSavingsPlan 11

Left: This is what ForestFinance forests in Chiriquí, in western Panama
look like. Right: A savannah hawk at the finca Mamoní. Many ani-
mals live in the forests of the ForestSavers, some of which can be
seen by the investors in the online photo albums of their fincas.
Photos: ForestFinance/Silke Berger 



The Santos family belongs to the ethnical minority of the Ngöbe-
Buglé and lives in a house owned by ForestFinance on the grounds
of the tree nursery in Santa Cruz, Panama. Nicolás Santos has been
responsible for the tree nursery for many years.
Photo: ForestFinance/Silke Berger



UN Sustainable Development Goals – our commitment

These are the 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals by the UN. They serve as
guidelines to companies to act in a sus-
tainable manner.

Since the very beginning, sustainabi-
lity has been the core issue of the Fo-
restFinance corporate philosophy;
many of these SDGs have been success-
fully included in our day to day busi-
ness since 1995. 

Social security and access to health care for all employees - regardless of their position in the
company   

Training programmes and qualification of our employees through courses in forestry, job safety
and wood processing as well as literacy courses if required

Equal pay and career opportunities for women and men
No discrimination on grounds of gender, belief, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation or other criteria

Economical use of water
Creation of natural water reservoirs through reforestation

Creating qualified and secure jobs, good working conditions lead to economic growth; micro-credits
for family members of our workers; no child labour on our areas

The fincas are managed sustainably and built into near-natural forests –
this is verified by auditors of the renowned climate protection standard Gold Standard, which 
includes social and ecological aspects

Our forests contribute to climate protection

Our forests guarantee biodiversity, water storage and filter functions and improve soil quality
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The ForestSavingsPlan forests are FSC®-certified.
The FSC® homepage provides information about
the areas and certifications under the number
FSC-C010342.CO
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Published by and responsible for: 
Forest Finance Panama S.A.
Edificio #146
Clayton – Ciudad del Saber
Panamá Ciudad
Rep. de Panamá

ForestFinance Service Centre
EN +49 228 / 943 778 0
info@forestfinance.com

www.forestfinance.com

The Gold Standard is an internationally renowned
climate protection standard which includes social
and ecological aspects. ForestFinance is one of the
first companies worldwide to receive Gold 
Standard certification for landuse projects for its
forest and cocoa areas.
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ForestFinance was honoured with the German
CSR Award 2018 in the “Global Responsibility”
category. The judges acknowledged our con-
cept and highlighted the transparent supply
chain and our compliance with corporate social
responsibility standards, which extends
through all areas of our operations.
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